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Innovative Features

Robust, Scalable Infrastructure

Discipline-Neutral Organization

Discovery

Datasets are organized as experiments (one per row),
with common top-level metadata describing what,
when, and where the work was done and by whom.
DataHub contains experiments from civil engineering,
agronomy, earthquake engineering, and gene
sequencing, all presented alongside one another.

Every column is searchable, allowing users to
“zero in” on data of interest to them by applying
searches and filters to multiple columns

Each row represents one experiment, making
exploration and understanding collections easier.

Simple Interface
Tabular interface is scalable and intuitive. Contribution
is a 3-step process: (1) define experiments, (2) upload
files, and (3) define parameters. The contribution
dashboard echoes the discovery interface, making it
easier for users to learn to use the platform.

Annotated File Collections
When uploading files, hierarchies are extracted
automatically and used as annotation. Keywords
can be recommended based on uploaded reports. And
annotations can be applied to many files at once. Best
of all, these metadata all become searchable fields.

Parameters for Custom Interaction
Researchers can define custom parameter sets,
which can be used to surface important values
about the experiments. These parameter sets can
be standardized within a research community and
published as predefined sets. And they can be used
by viewers to explore the datasets.
The American Concrete Institute (ACI) uses
standardized parameter sets in their shear wall and
column databases, both of which are in regular use by
subcommittees.

Maps to
visualize and
explore datasets

Contribution

Galleries to view
drawings and
photos, watch
videos, and listen
to audio before
downloading.
Define experiments in
bulk using spreadsheets,
or individually using the
web interface.

Earthquake reconnaissance
data from trips funded by
NSF and ACI are preserved
on DataHub.

Files relevant to multiple experiments can be
uploaded as shared files and linked to
selected experiments
Experiment IDs in step 1 automatically propagate
to steps 2 and 3 (file upload & parameters)
Upload files using SFTP or your web browser.
File manager helps
users manage files
and annotations

